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This is a legal agreement between you (customer) and Bradley Hunter Caricofe (BHC Images). This agreement applies when the Customer buys or licenses any photo services or related images (Licensed Content) from BHC Images. By purchasing, downloading or using licensed content provided by BHC Images, the Customer agrees to the terms and conditions described in this
licensing agreement. License Types This standard Commercial Photography License Agreement (Standard Commercial License) allows a customer to use licensed content in accordance with pre-defined guidelines, as stated in the Use of Licensed Content section below. Depending on the intended use of licensed content or additional project costs, in some cases BHC Images
may require compliance with an extended commercial photography agreement (extended commercial license). Licensed Content Use This standard license allows the Customer to use free licensed content without expiration in any geographic region an unlimited number of times. Customers may use licensed content for personal or commercial reasons, in any environment or
format, except as outlined in the limited use section of this agreement. The customer understands that licensed content is provided for exclusive use within one year of the date of ratification of the agreement, after which it can be used by other licensed parties at the discretion of BHC Images. Ratification of an agreement is defined as the date when the Customer authorizes
photography services in writing, including by email. Customer employees or subcontractors can access and use the licensed content at the direction of the Client, and only for the Client's own projects. Limited Use Customer understands and agrees to the following restrictions on the use of licensed content: Illegal use - The Customer will not use licensed content in any defamatory
manner, or in violation of any applicable laws. File Storage - The customer will only store 2 copies of any licensed content file, and will not store such copies in a way that allows the file to be downloaded or distributed in its original format. Pornographic Use - The customer will not use licensed content in relation to any pornographic subject. Confidential Use of Disclaimer - If a
customer uses licensed content in connection with an item that may be construed as controversial, the customer agrees to indicate that licensed content is, for example, a purpose. False view - The customer will not to represent that they are the original creator of licensed content. The use of licensed images without attribution is not considered a false representation. Products on
demand - Customer will not use licensed content to create or produce products on demand or on order, such as, but not limited to, postcards, mugs, mugs, calendars or wallpapers for your computer. Using templates - The customer will not use licensed content to create digital templates for resale or other distribution. Using the logo - The customer will not use licensed content as
part of the trademark, service mark, business name or logo. The Client's Intellectual Property Rights understands that BHC Images retains all ownership and copyright rights to licensed content. Any rights not expressly granted in this agreement are reserved for BHC Images. Customers are given limited use of Bradley Hunter Caricofe or BHC Images logos for assignment. BHC
Images licensing may terminate this agreement at any time if the Client violates the terms of this or any other agreement with BHC Images. When this agreement is terminated, the Customer agrees to discontinue the use of licensed content specified by BHC Images and destroy any stored copies of such data. BHC Images submissions and guarantees do not guarantee the
accuracy of categories of licensed content, descriptions, keywords, captions or titles. The customer agrees that all licensed content is provided as is without representation, warranty or any conditions. Reimbursement Client agrees to reimburse and conduct harmless BHC Images from any liabilities, losses and costs arising from the use of licensed Content.General Regulations The
Client understands and agrees to the following general provisions of this contract: Appointment - Client is bound by this agreement and cannot assign it to other individuals or businesses without explicit written consent of BHC Images. BHC Images reserves the right to assign this agreement to any successor without prior notice or consent. Licensed Content Audit - Customer
agrees to provide BHC Images with samples, photos or illustrations of licensed content to use. BHC Images can audit the customer's use of licensed content to ensure compliance with this agreement. If it is determined that the Customer is using licensed content in accordance with this agreement, the Client agrees to reimburse BHC Images for the cost of the audit. Governing Law
- This agreement will be governed by the laws of the state of Virginia, in the United States of America. The client agrees to resolve any initial legal disputes in the courts of Prince William County, Virginia. Northernity - If any of the provisions of the agreement are declared invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, it will not affect the validity, legality and enforcement of the
remaining provisions. In full - No conditions set out in this agreement can be changed by either party without explicitly both parties in writing. Note - Any notifications to BHC Images pertaining to this agreement or licensed content must be emailed license@caricofe.com. Bhk Bhk will send any such notifications to the Customer's email account used when planning a photo service
or buying or registering licensed content. Questions or comments about this licensing agreement may be emailed license@caricofe.com. Basics business Darina Kopcok You can also choose your interests for free access to our premium training: Related course: Profit from Portraits In the World of Commercial Photography, Photographer License, not Sells Your Images. This
happens at an additional cost for the photographer's fee and expenses. If you work with commercial or editorial clients, you need to have a photo licensing agreement. This should learn the parameters around how the image can be used. Read on to learn more about photo licensing agreements and why you need it. Why you need a license agreement Using images can be a
confusing area even for experienced photographers. There is no exact standard on how much you should charge for someone to use their image to promote their business. But you have to charge something. Photos used for commercial purposes communicate with the message brand. This can help make the company a lot of money. Photographers must maintain an image
licensing model to earn enough money to succeed in their business. Many new photographers do not charge a fee for use, or they include it in their creative fee. Without proper use of fees, it becomes difficult to pay for overheads and make a profit. All this time allows organizations to increase their profits. The licensing fee for images will depend on several factors. These include
whether the image will be used in print or online, how many people come into contact with it, and how long it will be used. The more potential consumers are exposed to photos, the more valuable it is for the customer. The photo licensing agreement grants specific rights to the customer or employee. The image can only be used as part of this agreement. The licensing agreement
is a separate document. You still need a contract where you've mapped out the results. You also need a licensing agreement if a brand or organization encounters one of your images online and wants to use it in its marketing. Under most copyright laws, photography is protected as a work of art. Normally you don't sell your image or give up your copyright. If you don't decide to do
it, but it should come at a very high cost. Instead, you let someone use the images to goal and timing. The entire stock photography industry is based on this business model. Customer training As well as other types of contracts, the licensing agreement protects you as an image creator. It is also helpful to avoid any misunderstandings with your photography clients. This can lead
to bad feelings or even legal troubles. Customers can feel that their expectations have not been met. Having these expectations in writing helps keep everyone happy. If a client hasn't worked with photographers before, they can't understand the concept of using. Or why they need a license agreement in place. They think they own the images and can use them in any way. They
don't realize it's against copyright. In this case, the client will need your help in understanding the transaction. Advertising agencies get pushed back on use from customers all the time. They regularly have to protect the photographer's right to charge for use. Customers often want the exclusivity of the image. This ensures that images created for their brand do not appear
elsewhere. Or worse- used by their competitors. Providing exclusivity keeps you from generating more revenue from your images. You cannot license it to other third parties, or by using stock photography. The customer must pay a premium for this exclusivity. This is one of the reasons why the level of usage can go very high. It depends on the customer and his visibility in the
market. What should appear in the Photo Licensing Agreement? There are some things you should consider when writing a photo licensing agreement. These include the ultimate use of the image and the visibility of the brand using it. Image licensing for high-profile businesses should have a different price and conditions than licensing it to an independent cafe down the street.
The wider the audience for the image, the more the image costs the brand. One example of how the details of a licensing agreement can become critical is working with a startup or growing small business. If you provide licensing for several years or forever (mostly forever), what happens if this business takes off and gets extensive exposure? Your image will cost a lot more. But
you will earn a very limited amount if you are given perpetual use away. I don't recommend providing unlimited use of the image. The brand can use it on every imaginable platform - in advertising, on billboards and for licensing products. When you are faced with a customer who has good prospects for growth, keep your licensing period shorter. Track when it expires via a
spreadsheet. The user agreement must state whether the license is exclusive or non-exclusive. Its intended use should also be described. Be very specific about how they can use your images. More and more customers are asking for universal and unlimited rights. If so, they should be willing to pay well for it. What are the dates during which the licensee can use They can use it
for a longer period than the frame, but it will mean an extra charge. Do not provide a license agreement to the customer until the images are paid in full. Let your customers know Advance. In addition, note in the invoice that the images can not be used publicly until you have received payment in full. This ensures that you will be paid before the customer starts to benefit from your
work. Conclusion You should expect to pay for your photo. This is important when negotiating with customers and licensing images. Image licensing has been around since the early days of photography. With the film, the photographer kept the negatives and the client had to pay for the prints. Physical control of photographs has now been lost, but copyright laws remain the same.
You have to keep control of how your images are used and how you profit from them. Make sure you have a licensing agreement in place for every shoot you make for the customer. This can save money and potential trouble down the line. Line. photography license agreement template. photography license agreement pdf. photography license agreement sample. photography
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